
Budgeting 
for the 
resistance: 
Start here



In this workshop we will 
× Be empowered and confident about budgets

× Talk about the components of budgets

× Read budgets and identify the story they tell. We will follow the movement of the money 

through the budget. 

× Discuss what tools you need to make your own budgets.

× Practice making event and project budgets

More info on how to use this template at www.slidescarnival.com/help-use-presentation-template
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/help-use-presentation-template


This is your 
Right!
You have the right to be informed about financial information 
and be a creator of financial data. 
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Asking 
Questions = 
strength

Collaborate with someone that you can ask questions of. 
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We do hard things
You’ve got this. 
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Budgets tell a story
Let’s learn to read the story that budgets tell. 
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Money Moves through 
Organizations
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What brought 
you here?

Is there a type of budget you want to make? 
Is there a situation where you want to be able to 

read a budget? 

What is your goal? 
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BUDGETS: 
A list of things, and the 
money tied to each thing. 

I want (number) of (thing). 
Each (Thing) is ($$). 
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Item I want How many I want How much 1 costs Total 

Cake 1 $1,000 $1000

tables 40 $3 $120

MY first budget - Quinceanera 



The Vocabulary
× Income / Revenues 

× Profit - Assets - Capital  
× Money coming INTO the work 
× Usually at the top of the page
× Listed by type and sources

× Examples? 
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The Vocabulary
Expenses 

× Debit-Loss- Liabilities 
× Money Leaving the work- Going out 
× Usually at the bottom of the page

Examples? 
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The Vocabulary
Money

× Usually beside the category 
× Sometimes has $,  sometimes no 
× Usually doesn’t have  $5.00 

* money can be in several different columns but 
there will be a description at the top 
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The Vocabulary
Balanced 
× Same amount of income as expenses 

Surplus
× More income than expenses

Deficit 
× More expenses than income 
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Our First Budget
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Rapid response grant



Our First Budget 
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Our 
Third 
Budget
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Tools for 
What do you need to make a budget? 
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× They do the math for you
× They make it easy to change your 

quantity or cost without having to start 
over 

× You can see the formulas 
× It is organized 

Spreadsheets 
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× They automatically have formulas set up
× They look nice 
× They have the categories you need 

already 
× The internet is full of them 

Templates 
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× Lots of people make youtube videos 
about nonprofit finance 

× And in several languages 
× There are short and fast trainings on how 

to use spreadsheets 

Youtube
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× Your plan & good ideas 
× Your colleagues and board members
× Other budgets from your group
× Last year’s plan/ budget 

Your Resources 
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Steps 
1) Get your squad 

2) Schedule time 
3) Get your tools 
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Types of Budgets 
Event 

List of income 
strategies and 
expenses. Often has 
lots of detail. 

Project

Focus on whole 
projects - people  
cost, travel costs, 
printing costs 

Organizational 

Usually covers a full 
12 months, and can 
be made of project 
budgets all added up 
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Let’s budget
www.tnimmigrant.org/budgets
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